Due to popular demand, we are offering two new dates for this workshop.

Your children have started to bring home maths work where they are being asked to work out the answers to problems using bar modelling.

Some parents might be wondering what this is and how they can help their child with this homework.

We are going to offer a workshop for parents to find out more about bar modelling.

It should help you to:

- understand what it is.
- have a go at using it yourselves.
- have a better understanding of how you can help at home.
- see how it helps children to solve problems.

The extra workshops will run on:

Tuesday 25 February at 2.30pm

Wednesday 4 March at 5.00pm

Please note, this workshop is for parents only.

You only need to come to one workshop. They each last for about 45 minutes.

Workshops will have a limit on numbers so you will need to book a place by returning the slip or emailing the school office at:

office@hallgnj.bham.sch.uk